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Abstract. 

Much has been written about Kashmir Saivism and Sufism. But what is the Kashmiri philosophy of math? This is found 
in current practice: the philosophy on which all universities and schools in Kashmir teach math. That is just the Western 
philosophy of formal math, copied in toto.  

This philosophy of formalism, though globalised by colonialism, is certainly NOT universal: the traditional Indian 
philosophy of  गणि�त is different.1 A clear difference is this: as in the definition of proof in the Nyaya Sutra 2,2 
traditional Indian   गणि�त     accepted empirical proof   (  प्रत्यक्ष प्रमा�),3 while formalism PROHIBITS the empirical.4 Though 
most school math today is historically of Indian origin,5 it was misunderstood6 when misappropriated7 in the West. But 
that misunderstanding was returned as “superior” during colonialism,  and is what is taught today worldwide.

This aspect of formalism (prohibiting the empirical) is very little understood: few can explain why Bertrand Russell 
needed 378 pages to formally prove 1+1=2, or what is there on that p. 378 of his Principia.8  With 1 regarded as a 
formal “real” number, not a cardinal, the proof is even longer. To publicly demonstrate this lack of understanding of 
formalism, I offered a prize of Rs 10 lakhs in JNU9 for my “Cape Town challenge”: an axiomatic proof of 1+1=2 in 
formal reals, from first principles, straight from the axioms, and without assuming any theorem from axiomatic set 
theory. No one claimed the prize!  Formal math has been accepted as “universal”  solely on Western  शब्द प्रमा�, without 
understanding, 10by declaring as inferior the different philosophy of normal math which was prevalent for most of 
human history, and by blindly accepting the false Western claim of Greek “superiority”,11 without any attempt to 
compare the two philosophies to decide which is actually better, and by censoring all attempts to do so.12

It has been falsely asserted (Kant et. al) that prohibiting the empirical makes math infallible.13 On that foolish logic, the 
empirical (experimental method) ought to be prohibited also in science to get a “superior” science! Actually the 
prohibition of the empirical reduces formal math to a subjective (Western) metaphysical fantasy (which never exactly 
applies to the real world14 even when it seems to “work” because the fantasy mimics normal math). 

Because prohibiting the empirical allows the unfettered reign of fantasy, the empirical was first prohibited for 
“superior” reasoning by the church15 during the Crusades, when it concocted the Christian theology of reason to counter 
the earlier Islamic theology of reason (aql-i-kalam). This results also in an anti-Islamic metaphysical bias in current 
(formal) math16 (the continuum vs atomicity of Asharites) and science17 (eternal “laws” of nature vs al Ghazali’s stress 
on habits). These biases are blindly accepted and used  by Muslims worldwide because of post-colonial Western 
hegemony.18 Further, the use of formal real numbers for calculus forces time in physics to be superlinear, regardless of 
empirical facts, and contrary to the Sufi ethic based on the belief in quasi-cyclic time.19 But those “philosophers” who 
think it is right and proper to be ignorant of why 1+1=2 in real numbers are easily fooled by church tricks about math. 
They will hence stay dominated for ever by the West and church, until their indigenous culture is decimated like so 
many other cultures were extinguished by the West.
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